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Abstract-A type-independent finite difference method is given. An application is made to a transonic flow 
problem. A FORTRAN code listing is included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This note gives an account of some recent developments concerning an iterative method for 
solving boundary value problems for systems of nonlinear partial differential equations. The 
method deals with both theoretical solutions and numerical solutions. It has been applied 
numerically to a variety of problems: minimal surfaces, nonlinear wave motion, gas dynamics. 
Since transonic flow problems frequently show both hyperbolic and elliptic character, it 
seems natural to test any type-independent method on such problems. 
Although the present method uses finite differences it seems quite different from more 
traditional finite difference schemes [I]-particularly in the way in which boundary conditions 
are treated. In spirit, perhaps, the method bears some similarity to the finite element method 
through its systematic use of projections. 
A code listing is included in this note. Changes in a few lines adapt it to general 
homogeneous econd order quasi-linear problems on [0, I] x [O, 11. The code is a simplified 
version of one of the author’s codes. The simplifications result from the following: 
(I) Certain conjugate-gradient procedures (which accelerate convergence) are omitted. 
(2) A mesh-refinement procedure is omitted which allows computation at first on a coarse 
grid with iteration on a finer grid starting with interpolated ata from results on a coarser grid. 
(3) Provision for much more general boundary conditions is omitted. 
It is characteristic of the method that if boundary conditions are under specified for a given 
problem, the iterates generated by the method seem to converge to a solution “nearest” to the 
initial estimate. If boundary conditions are over specified, the process still seems to converge 
but the limit fails to satisfy the given system. 
The listed code is for sonic flow problems using equations from[2]. It has been run for a 
variety of Mach numbers from 0.82 to 2.0. It seems it would be straight forward to write a 
corresponding three-dimensional code. 
Results from several computer uns are given in the final section. They were obtained on the 
Texas Woman’s University DEC 20. 
Apprec:ation is expressed to Graham Carey and to Peter Lax for their help and 
encouragement. 
2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Solutions 2 are sought o the equation 
R.T Z,, Z,Z’x, + G(Z, Zx, Z,Zxv + HZ Zx, Zy,Z,, = 0 (1) 
+Work supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation and a North Texas State University faculty 
research grant. 
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where F, G, H are continuous functions on all of R3. If F, G, H are defined so that 
F(Z, z,, Z,) = ax2 + ((y - 1)/2)( U,? - z,? - Z,?) - z,’ 
G(Z, Z,, Yv) = - 2&Z,, 
H(Z, Z,, Z,) = a,? + ((y - 1)/2)( U,’ - z,? - Z,‘) _‘z,? 
then (1) is the equation of transonic flow given in[2] where U, is flow speed at infinity. U, is 
speed of sound at infinity and y = 1.4 (for air). Boundary conditions are 
Zk y) - x 
ZAX, y) - u, 
Z,(x,y)-Oasx’+.?+a. (2) 
together with 
.qz, = F+ on the upper boundary of W F_ on the lower boundary of W 
where the graphs F+, F_ denote the upper and lower boundaries respectively of an airfoil. 
The single equation (1) is rewritten as a system: 




with U, V replacing Z,, Z, in the boundary conditions (2). 
3,ANUMERICALMETHOD 
Details given here are an extension of those given previously in[3,4]. This extension is 
needed in order to take into account all of the boundary conditions (2). 
We place the problem (2), (3) in a box and discretize it. Define W (wing) so that 
W = {(x, y) E [0, l] x [0, I][CI <x < /3, F_(x) < y < F+(x)}, where [(Y, /3] denotes the “X-pro- 
jection” of the wing. Denote [0, 11 X [O, 111 W by a, pick a positive integer N, denote by G’ the 
grid {(i/N, jlN)}$0 and define G = G’ f-10. Renumber the points of G’ simply as {(i. j)lz+ 
j = 0. 
Denote by K the vector space of all real-valued functions on G and define an inner product 
on K by 
Among other possibilities for differencing (some very likely better) we use the following: If 
u E K, then 
I 
(u(p + Se,) - u(p - 6e;))/2 if p, p + & p - 6, E G 
(&)(p) = (~(p + 6ei) - u(p))/6 if p + 6ei, p E G, p - &$G 
(u(p) - u(p - 6e,))/6 if p - &i, p E G, p + 6ei$ 
i=1,2,where6=1/N. 
For u E K, denote by Du the triple (u, D,u, Dzu) and for @ = (Z, U, V) E K’ denote 
(DZ, Du, Dv) by DQ. 
Now (3) induces the finite difference problem 
F(z, u, v)D,u A- G(z, u, v)Dzu + H(z, u, v)D:v = 0 
D,z-u =0 
Dzz - v = 0. 
(4) 
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Boundary conditions are given in (5) and (6) below: 
z(i, N) = i/N = z(i, 0), i = O,l, . , N 





Denote by W, points of G which approximate “best” 6W. For (i, j) E W,, require 
u(i, j) + &‘(i/n)u(i, 1) = 0. (6) 
Denote by Mb the set of all (z, U, v) e K3 satisfying (5) and (6) and denote by Hh the image 
of Mb under D. Our numerical problem corresponding to (2) (3) is that of finding z, U, u E K 
satisfying (4) (5), (6) either exactly or with small enough residuals. 
In order to give a description of a numerical scheme, some additional notation is needed. 
Denote by H, the inner product space k? of nine copies of K. Denote by H’ the image of 
K3 under D and denote by MO the set of all (z, u, u) E K’ such that (6) is satisfied and 
z(i,N)=O=z(i,O),i=O,l,..., N 
z(N, j) = 0 = ~(0, j), j = O,l, . . . , N (7) 
u(i,j)=O=u(N,j)j=2 ,..., N-l 
u(i, 1) = 0 = u(i, N), i = 2,. . . , N - 1. 
Denote by HA the image of MO under D and denote by P the orthogonal projection of H, onto 
HA. 
Denote by A the function from K3 to L(H,, K3) (the space of linear transformations from H 
to K3) so that if q = (a, a~, QZ, b, bI, bz, c, cl, CZ) E H, and p = (r, s, t) E K3, then 
F(r, s, r)b, + G(r, s, f)bz+ H(r, s, fh 
(8) 
Observe that if 0 = (z, U, u) E K3 then A(@)D@ = 0 if and only if (4) holds. 
It is an easy calculation that if @ E K’ then (A(@)A( exists. Define L.: K3 -+ L(H,, K3) 
by (9) L(Q) = A(@)(A(@)A(@)*-‘A(@)*, @E K3. It is easy to check that L(Q) is an 
orthogonal projection for all @ E K3. 
Denote by Q0 = (z,,, uO, uO) a member of Mh and take Jo = DQo. Define inductively 
Jk = JI-, - PL(Jkm,)JA_I, k = 1,2,. (9) 
Observe that Ji E Hh, k = 0, 1,2, . 
Such iteration processes have been proved convergent under a variety of hypotheses 
[3,4]-in particular the linear case (L constant, i.e. F, G, H constant) is convergent. One can 
construct examples outside of the field of differential equations of an orthogonal projection P 
and a continuous. orthogonal projection-valued function L so that (9) does not converge. 
However in rather extensive computer uns. (9) has always seemed to converge for problems 
arising from differential equations. Satisfactory sufficient conditions for convergence of (9) as 
well as good error estimates hould be sought. 
4. NOTES ON COMPUTER CODE 
General note. In what follows W denotes the triple (Wl. W2. W3). WE the triple (WEI, 
WE2, WE3). etc. 
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Note A. IT is the number of main iterations, ISK is a factor of IT and is the number of iterations 
made before results are printed out. IP is the number of iterations made in approximating solutions 
to a certain linear system which arises with each main iteration. 
Note B. The region [0, 1] x [0, 1] is divided into N’ pieces. This gives rise to Q = L’ = 
(N + 1)’ nodes. Points are numbered consecutively by columns, starting from the lower left 
hand corner and ending in the upper right hand corner. 
Note C. Following is a loop to initialize W = (Wl. W2. W3) so that W satisfies the boundary 
conditions of the problem: WE is 0 throughout, W2 is 0 except on the left and right edges of the 
region, Wl is the vector on the grid G which agrees with the function FUN on G. 
Note D. IBB is an indicator function in the grid. It has value 0 on the “wing” and 1 
elsewhere. ‘4s an aid to identification of the “wing” position on various printouts. WI is kept 
equal to 0 on points corresponding to the “wing”. 
Note E. ISP = 1 gives printout results in F6.3 format; ISP = 0 gives printout in El 1.4 
format. 
Note E The main iteration loop follows. It consists of 3 principal parts: 
(1) Computation of (CD)*(CD) (subroutine (CDSCD) as explained in Note G. 
(2) Computation of “WE”, an approximate solution to E(WE) = V. For “IP” large. “WE” is 
close to the exact value of E-‘rr (CD)*(CD)W but relatively small values suffice for the overall 
process. Note that the final value of “WE” for “M” is the initial value of WE for “M + 1”. 
(3) Replacement of W with W-WE. The present code is a simplified version of one in 
which WE is reduced by the span of the orthogonal projection of WE onto the span of certain 
previously computed “WE-vectors”. The more complicated code uses, hence, certain con- 
jugate-gradient techniques for more rapid convergence. 
Note G. The following subroutine gives V = (CD)*(CD) where C is chosen so that 
C*C = A(W)*(A(W)A(W)*)-‘A(W). 
Note H. WE gives initial approximation to solution to the linear system in step (2) of note F. 
Note I. The DO 445 loop multiplies V by the orthogonal projection of K’ onto M. 
Note .J. The subroutine that follows corresponds to step (2) of Note F. 
Note K. X7 gives the square of the L -norm of WE, the vector subtracted from the “old” W 
to get the “new” W. 
Note L. This is step (3) of Note E 
Note M. The vector VI following is (a) 1 at hyperbolic points (those which have 
discriminant L DLIM of “function SGN”), (b) 2 at elliptic points (those which have 
discriminant I -DLIM) and (c) 8 at points of “small” discriminant (those with discriminant of 
absolute value < DLIM). 
Hence, a I in a printout for this VI indicates a point of supersonic flow and a 2 indicates a 
point of subsonic flow. A pattern of alternating 1s and 2s indicates possible formation of 
shocks. 
Note N. The subroutine that follows performs step (1) of Note F. 
Note 0. The subroutine that follows performs step (2) of Note E 
Note P. Function FUN is used to initialize Wl. 
Note Q. Function FP restricted to the interval [BL, BU] specifies the top edge of the air foil: 
normal directions to the graph of this restriction of FP specify direction of zero derivative of 
W. 
Note R. Function FM restricted to [BL, BU] specifies the bottom edge of the air foil. 
Function FP and FM together specify a crude piecewise linear air foil in the present code. 





For F(w, U, V) = 1 + u’, H(w, u, u) = It uZ the above system becomes a minimal surface 
equation. 
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FOF~+AT(IXI' ITERATION PARAMETERS ARE 
**w* SEE NOTE H X**lr* 
t<=40 
WKITE(20r5001)N 











***** SEE NOTE C ***** 








**xx* SEE NOTE D $**** 










DO 49 K=l.R 
IF(IBB<K,,EO.O) W:(K)=O. 
CONTINUE 
t*,** SEE NOTE E ***** 
1SF'=l 
***** SEE NOTE F *tx** 
DO 1000 H=l,ITFl 
ml=+1 
IF(M.EO.l) GO TU 777 
IF~~Mfll/IS~~*ISK.LT.MHl~ GO TO 777 
IF(ISP.EO.l) GO TO 907 








***** SEE NOTE G ***** 
CALL CIlSCD(W1rW',W3rV1rV3rV3) 
***** SEE NOTE ti ***** 
IF(li.GT.1) GO TO 3 
x=0, 
no 4 K=l,O 


























***** SEE NOTE I ***** 






IF(h.EU.1.OR.K.EO.O) GO 70 5999 










***** SEE NOTE J *x*x* 
CALL ~T(Vl,V3rV3,WEl.WEI,WE3.IP) 
***** SEE NOTE h *xx** 
IF((M/ISh)*ISii.NE.M) GO TO 52 
x7=0, 
DO 7 K=lrO 






$**a* SEE NOTE L **$*c* 
DO 9 K=l,Q 






***** SEE NOTE H ***** 
IF(M.LT.ITFl) GO TO 5998 






DO 5996 I=lrL 
WRITE(2lr5995)(V1(L-Itlt~K-l~~L~, K=lrL) 
ZONTINUE 

























DO 600 K=lrO 











































DO 602 K=lrQ 






















































CAMVs.4 Vol 6. No I-F 
DO 4000 hK=lrIf 
DO 6001 h=lrO 
IF(IBB(h).EO.O) GO TO 3 
I=lt(h-1)/L 
J=h-(I-l)*L 





















E-(J.GT .?) cs=v4 





















IF(K.EO.1.OR.ti.EO.O) GO TO 5999 
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IFtALlS(X) ,LT.IILIH) SGN-G. 
If-,Y.GE.IILI!O Sf;N=l. 
If-(X.LE.-PLIM) SG&=7, 
RETURN 
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